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1 Expanding the archaeology 

In order to identify other locations where there may have been Iron Age occupation, 

this chapter looks at non-archaeological information derived from the characteristics 

of Shetland settlement.  The chief diagnostic tools are soil quality and early place 

names.   

Soil quality is a key indicator of occupation history because most agricultural soil in 

Shetland is anthropogenic, and long-lived cultivation creates deeper soil.  The 

settlements with the deepest soil are likely to be the oldest.  This aspect of the local 

environment was described in Chapter 2: The shape of the country.   

Relative soil quality may be assessed from the value put on a location.  Value may 

be indicated directly, by unit of measurement.  It may also be indicated indirectly.  

Valuable holdings will attract the attention of those wishing to raise revenue or to 

establish their ownership.  Valuable settlements are therefore more likely than poorer 

ones to be included in early tax records and similar documents. 

Place names may also point to the possibility of Iron Age activity, for the earliest 

names potentially relate to the Early Norse period (c. AD 800-1000).  The ways in 

which Early Norse activity in Shetland is found in association with Iron Age 

archaeology was introduced in Chapter 3: The character of Shetland settlement, and 

explored further in Chapter 4: Island landscapes and the North Atlantic Iron Age.  It 

follows that the Early Norse pattern of settlement in the study area may reflect the 

position of settlements occupied in the immediately preceding Late Iron Age (c. AD 

400-800).   

Place names may also contain information about when a settlement was named, the 

division of holdings, and comparative agricultural status.   

If settlements with rich soil or indicative place names were to be investigated further, 

then it is predicted that in most cases they would produce archaeological evidence of 

Iron Age occupation.  For this reason, predicted settlements are included in the 

model of the study area’s Iron Age landscape.   

A programme of archaeological investigation which might test this assumption is 

discussed in later chapters.   



1.1 Agricultural soil 

Because of the limited availability of soil suitable for agriculture in Shetland, the 

earliest occupation is likely to have centred on places with naturally superior soils.  

Before the agricultural intensification of the Middle Iron Age (c. 400 BC-AD 400), 

therefore, settlements are likely to have been placed close to machair which is light 

and easily worked, and to soils on limestone which although thin can offer richer 

growth.  These areas can be identified from geological maps and have been 

discussed in Chapter 2: The shape of the county.  A map of settlements on limestone 

or adjacent to machair is presented as Figure 6-1: Settlements on good natural soils. 

Anthrosols, however, are more productive (Dockrill and Batt, 2004: 134) and once 

established will have been preferred.  Pulses of settlement expansion and contraction 

might be expected to lead to repeated occupation of areas of improved soil, where 

frequent cultivation would deepen it further.  This pattern of occupation would 

reinforce the distinction between areas of better and of poorer soils, with the most 

marginal locations being the last to be occupied and the first to be abandoned.   

The use of the Plaggen system in the Middle and Late Iron Age and again in the 

medieval period would contribute most to soil depth.  This leads to the possibility 

that whilst some good soil will date from the medieval period alone, the most fertile 

places in the study area will have medieval soils lying over pre-existing agricultural 

soil.  These places are likely candidates for Middle or Late Iron Age cultivation.  

These Shetland characteristics represent a major research tool in archaeology 

because in many cases the location, extent and value of cultivated areas can all be 

identified.  When extent is compared with value, it is possible to distinguish between 

more and less valuable settlements.  The more valuable settlements will probably 

have been cultivated and occupied for longer.     

1.1.1 Location and extent of arable land 

The location of land cultivated in the nineteenth century can be determined from a 

range of documents produced within a few decades of each other.  This is relevant to 

locating areas which may have been cultivated at earlier periods because the 

nineteenth century was a period of high population when agricultural capability was 

still a major consideration in choice of where to settle.  It might reasonably be  



 

 

 

 

 

INSERT FIGURE 6-1: SETTLEMENTS ON GOOD NATURAL SOILS



assumed that any piece of land with agricultural capability would have been 

occupied at this time, including even marginal holdings.   

Recent surveys of agricultural land are of limited use.  Modern land use capability 

has been comprehensively surveyed within the last thirty years and the Macaulay 

Soil Institute has compiled a soil survey of the whole of Scotland (Bibby, 1982: 4).  

Unfortunately only 1:250,000 maps are available for Shetland.  At that scale 

inspections were limited to between 0.5 and three per square kilometre (Bibby, 1982: 

6) making them of limited use for comparing the small individual locations in the 

study area.   

More information is contained in the earliest Ordnance Survey maps.  During 1877-

78 the survey for the first of these was carried out in the study area.  The early 

Ordnance Survey maps were prepared at different scales and preserve a 

professionally surveyed record of the situation at the time of measurement.  The 2nd 

edition Ordnance Survey maps published in 1901 were at a scale of 25” to the mile, 

and had been surveyed in 1877 and 1878.  A smaller scale series at 6” to the mile 

was published in 1902-3, based on the same survey.  In both sets of maps, 

uncultivated land is marked with stylised tussocks in order to distinguish it from 

cultivated land.   

Cultivation would have taken place in the townships and on the best land.  It should 

be noted that the Ordnance Survey did not distinguish between the crops raised in the 

cultivated areas.  Barley requires a richer soil than oats or potatoes, but all three 

crops are simply shown as undifferentiated cultivation.   

The way in which groups of modern crofts occupy the footprints of the preceding 

township lands was described in Chapter 3: The character of Shetland settlement.   

Today the landlord of Burra, Houss and Trondra is the Shetland Islands Council 

(henceforward “the Council”).  In order to administer the estate, the Council needs to 

keep a record of the boundaries of the individual crofts.  To do this it makes use of 

two sets of Ordnance Survey maps.  The first of these is at the scale 1:10,000; it was 

surveyed in 1971 and published in 1972-3.  The second set is at the smaller scale 

1:25,000 and is based on surveys conducted in 1971 and 1973; these maps were 

published in 1972-3.  The Council maintains a record on these maps of the 

boundaries of the individual crofts on the three islands, and also of apportionments 

made from the common grazing to individual crofters.   



When these estate maps are compared with the 1901-3 maps, it can be seen that the 

crofts do indeed lie on the site of earlier cultivation.  Some crofts include areas of 

land not under cultivation in 1877-8.  Uncultivated land within a township was used 

for  hay meadows (Tait, 2000: 1, 20-21).  It formed part of the old communally 

worked arable land but tended to lie in the outer part of the township lands, next to 

the hill dyke.  It was 

included in the allocation 

of crofts.  Land included 

in modern crofts but not 

under cultivation in 

1877-8 was probably 

used as hay meadow.  

What is clear, however, is 

that all land which was 

under cultivation has been incorporated within one croft or another.  See Figure 6-2: 

Croft land and cultivated land.  

 It is therefore possible to determine the actual location of places where earlier 

settlement contributed to the building up of agricultural soil. 

It is also possible to establish the measured area of these settlements.  In 1851 the 

national census required householders to state in acres the extent of land they farmed 

(Census for the County of Shetland, 1851).   

For example, the residents of Meal provided the following information to the 

national census: 

SURNAME FORENAME OCCUPATION 

Duncan Robert fisherman & crofter of 4 acres 

Lowrie William fisherman & crofter of 4 acres 

Sclatter William fisherman & crofter of 4 acres 

Laurenson James fisherman & crofter of 4 acres 

Smith Laurence fisherman & crofter of 1.33 acres 

Smith Jeremiah fisherman & crofter of 2.67 acres 

Laurenson James fisherman & crofter of 2 acres 

TABLE 6-1: RESIDENTS OF MEAL, BURRA IN 1851 

Source: (Census for the County of Shetland, 1851) 

By adding together the acreage of the holdings contained within former townships, it 

is possible to arrive at a total acreage for each township.  Examination of maps 

shows how the late nineteenth century houses were clustered together at the centre of 

Land under 

cultivation in 1877-8 

Land included in modern crofts 

FIGURE 6-2: CROFT LAND AND CULTIVATED LAND 

Source: Lamb 



Meal, the individual crofts radiating out in segments from the houses.  It is therefore 

possible to be reasonably certain that the total area of these holdings, namely 22 

acres, represents the extent of the original township and contiguous outsets.  This 

effect can be seen in a number of other places in the study area and was illustrated 

schematically in Figure 3-4: Shetland township allocated as crofts.   

Nineteenth century maps and documents can therefore identify not only the location 

and shape of former townships but also provide measurement of their area. 

This approach works well on Burra and Houss, but in the case of Trondra the 

situation is complicated by a much earlier programme of planned agricultural 

improvements.   

1.1.2 Agricultural holdings on Trondra 

On Trondra the establishment of the smallholders each on his or her own piece of 

land, was a late eighteenth century innovation implemented by Balfour, acting as 

factor on behalf of the landowner Sir Laurence Dundas.  Individual holdings 

continued to be established up until the introduction of crofting legislation and thus 

present a more complex picture. 

It is, however, still possible to identify the location and extent of the original 

townships.  Balfour provides a detailed description of the island as it was before he 

planned and allocated the first individual holdings (Balfour, 1772).  The relevant 

extract is attached as Appendix 2: Balfour’s 1772 description of Trondra.  Using this 

description, and comparing it with the boundaries of individual crofts as shown on 

the Council’s maps and with areas of cultivated land as shown in the 1900 Ordnance 

Survey maps, it is possible to identify the settlements in existence before Balfour 

began work.  It is also possible to follow the probable sequence in which new 

holdings were established between 1772 and 1886.  This can be done by noting the 

location of cultivated land and observing which croft boundaries appear to have 

precedence over others. 

Balfour describes three townships on Trondra which he calls Burland, Hogaland and 

“the Hame toun”.  The Ordnance Survey 6” to the mile map of Trondra which was 

published in 1900 had been surveyed in 1878 and Balfour’s townships of Burland 

and Hogaland are easily located.  See Figure 6-3: Townships on Trondra.   

The cultivated land at Burland and Hogaland is shown surrounded by rough grazing 

on the landward side.  Both locations exhibit the characteristic elliptical shape and 



coastal location of a classic Shetland township.  The Hame toun is less easily 

located.  As may be seen, one of the most prominent features on the maps is the line 

of a hill-dyke which cuts off the north-eastern part of the island.  Still visible today, 

the dyke is constructed mostly of turf for much of its length.  It is not mentioned by 

Balfour, and therefore must post-date 1772.  The shape of other crofts between 

Hogaland and the post-1772 dyke indicates that they represent later infill occupation, 

for their boundaries respect both the perimeter of Hogaland and the post-1772 dyke 

but are otherwise linear.   

The north-eastern part of Trondra is defined by the post-1772 dyke.  See Figure 6-4: 

North-east Trondra.  This part of the island is entirely allocated to crofts on the 

Council’s estate maps and must therefore have been agriculturally occupied in terms 

of the 1886 legislation.  When mapped by the Ordnance Survey for its 1881 edition, 

however, not all this land was under cultivation.  As illustrated, these early edition 

maps show three separate cultivated areas within the dyke.  These areas represented 

richer soil; the “uncultivated” land would be used to grow hay.  The largest of these 

cultivated areas lay to the north-east of the area within the post-1772 dyke, but the 

original Hame toun can be shown to have occupied only part of this.   

A “hame toun” is a Scots term meaning a main farmstead.  It is a descriptive phrase, 

rather than an actual name.  The 1851 census records the dwellings in that area under 

the names Northness, Dales and Cutts.  The township designated “the Hame toun” 

on Trondra does not have a modern collective name and Balfour’s choice of phrase 

suggests that the dwellings had no collective name in his day either.   

“The Hame toun,” wrote Balfour, comprised an inner part of land amounting to 

about “20 to 25 acres” and a former outfield which he estimated to cover “about or 

something more than 18 acres”.  The 1851 census records that the dwellings of 

Northness, Dales and Cutts together farmed a total of around forty acres.  Forty acres 

is a little over sixteen hectares.  The Council’s estate maps show that today the total 

area of the group of crofts in the most north-easterly part of Trondra amounts to  



 

 

 

 

 

INSERT FIGURE 6-3: TOWNSHIPS ON TRONDRA



some 16 to 17 hectares.  These crofts probably represent the limits of the whole of 

“the Hame toun” in the early eighteenth century.   

It seems clear that the boundary of the Hame toun fell along the geological fault line 

between the crystalline limestone of the headland, and the metamorphic rock which 

makes up most of Trondra.  The western boundaries of the crofts on the headland 

form a shore-to-shore line which follows the boggy area which marks this fault.  The 

line is further marked by two small oval burnt mounds, one each at the north (EASE 

# T10 / SMR # 880 / NMRS # HU43NW2) and south (EASE # T25 / SMR # 881 / 

NMRS # HU43NW3) ends of the wet area. 

This conclusion is borne out the shape of the other crofts within the post-1772 dyke 

where later holdings appear to have been established sequentially each with respect 

to existing boundaries.  By observing the pattern of cultivated land and noting which 

croft boundaries appear to have precedence over others, it is possible to suggest the 

order in which the holdings outwith the Hame toun may have been occupied.  See 

Figure 6-4: North-east Trondra.   

The earliest expansion outwith the Hame toun was probably the property attributed 

in the 1851 census to the householder of the Booth; he is described as “Farmer of 11 

½ acres and fisherman” (Census for the County of Shetland, 1851).  The size and 

address of this holding suggests that it is the croft to the south and west of a property 

still known as the Booth.  This holding shows the elliptical coastal shape of an early 

township and fits the description of a newly-developed holding described by Balfour.  

Balfour writes that next to the Hame toun “… on the south is about 10 acres of new 

arable dug out of the common at great expence indeed & part of it very mean soil 

…” (Balfour, 1772).   

The next expansion would appear to have been a holding with the appearance of 

being a large outset from the “new arable”.  The straight boundaries of the 

contiguous holdings on cultivated land suggest that they represent infill occupation.   

Whilst the Hame toun, the “new arable” and contiguous holdings formed the main 

area of cultivated land within the post-1772 dyke, early maps show that the area 

contained two other discrete areas of cultivation.  Both were in use at the time of the 

1878-8 visit by the Ordnance Survey. 

These two croft holdings are located at either end of the dyke where it meets the sea.   
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They are separated from the main arable area by a stretch of uncultivated land, as 

illustrated in Figure 6-4: North-east Trondra.   

The southern croft is known as Grindadale.  The straight northern boundary and the 

fact that the holding is not mentioned by Balfour, indicate that it is post-dates the 

dyke. 

Conversely Cauldhame may have been a recognisable holding at the time the dyke 

was constructed.  It is possible to interpret the dyke as an extension southwards from 

the western boundary of Cauldhame.  Until then the edge of the Cauldhame holding 

may have been marked by the small stream which flows along the dyke at this point.   

Balfour makes no mention of the holding.  He looked towards Uradale, rather than to 

the rest of Trondra, as a natural extension to the Hame toun.  He refers to 

discontinued grazing rights held by the people of Trondra over the common land at 

Uradale, and points to the geographical and agricultural advantages of linking the 

lands at the Hame toun with Uradale (Balfour, 1772).  This omission suggests that in 

1772 Cauldhame had not been worked in recent memory.   

The modern occupation of Cauldhame may thus be dated to between 1772 and 1878.   

The original townships on Trondra therefore appear to have been the Hame toun 

(comprising the area of limestone soil), Burland and Hogaland.   

1.1.3 Valuation of arable land 

The location and area of late nineteenth century agricultural settlements in the study 

area can be determined as described above.  The value of settlements was also 

documented extensively in the nineteenth century, the unit in widest use being the 

merk.   

From c. AD 1300, when the township became the main unit of taxation within 

Shetland, the value of each township was expressed in merks as part of its tax 

assessment.  This method of valuation was described in Chapter 3: The character of 

Shetland settlement.  It continued in use until the nineteenth century when arable 

land was mapped and made subject to crofting legislation.   

Where the documented value of certain settlements is known in merks, then this 

valuation can generally be traced from the nineteenth century back to the earliest tax 

records which themselves are based on the system introduced at the end of the Late 

Norse period (c. AD 1000-1300).  Because only townships were taxed it is only the 

value of townships which is known.  Outsets were not so taxed and were therefore 



not subject to valuation, although in rare cases there is an indication as to their 

unofficial value. 

With regard to Burra and Houss, a number of nineteenth century documents record 

the value of property.  These documents were introduced in their historical context in 

in Chapter 3: The character of Shetland settlement.  The earliest of these may be the 

Valuation Roll (Valuation Roll, 1825).  The pre-1830 property description still used 

in title deeds is broadly contemporary; see Appendix 3: Pre-1830 description of 

Burra and Houss.  Mathewson’s survey for John Scott, the then-landowner of Burra 

and Houss, was also prepared around the same time (Mathewson, 1832).  A few 

decades later, the rental records for Burra and Houss for the year 1855 (Rental, 1855) 

list all the properties then tenanted.   

From these documents it is possible to construct a list of settlements in Burra and 

Houss in the nineteenth century.  The township of Clett on Burra is sometimes called 

Duncansclett in documents later than the mid-eighteenth century, but the old name is 

used locally (Stewart, 1987: 181).  Not all settlements are valued in merks: a number 

are noted as outsets.  For the most part the documents are in agreement: 

ISLAND SETTLEMENT CROP OF 

1855 

MATHEWSON, 

1832-3 

PRE-1830 

DISPOSITION 

VALUATION 

ROLL, 1825 

Burra Setter 6 merks 6 merks 6 merks 6 merks 

 Utnabrake Outset Outset Outset - 

 Gardens Outset - - - 

 Mail 22 merks 14 merks 22 ½ merks 22 ½ merks 

 Branchiclett 12 merks 12 merks 12 merks 12 merks 

 Brake 

41 merks 

4 ½ merks 

41 merks 41 merks  Brough 22 merks 

 Southerhouse 14 ½ merks 

 W. Hogaland 6 merks 6 merks 6 merks 6 merks 

 Grunasound 12 merks 12 merks 12 merks 12 merks 

 Sandwick 9 merks 9 merks 9 merks 
36 merks 

 Papil 27 merks 27 merks 27 merks 

 Crugar Outset Outset Outset - 

 Bannaminn 3 merks 3 merks 3 merks 3 merks 

 Clett 30 merks 30 merks 30 merks 30 merks 

 Minn 12 merks 12 merks 12 merks 12 merks 

 Gossigarth Outset Outset Outset - 

      

Houss E. Hogaland 8 merks 8 merks 8 merks 8 merks 

 New G’sound Outset Outset - - 

 New Street Outsets Outsets - - 

 Norbister 18 merks 18 merks 18 merks 18 merks 

 New Town Outset Outset Outset - 

 Bloomister 
3 merks 

2 merks 3 merks 3 merks 

 North House 1 merk Outset - 

 House 30 merks 30 merks 30 merks 36 merks 

 Symbister 3 merks 3 merks 3 merks 3 merks 



TABLE 6-2: VALUATION OF SETTLEMENTS ON BURRA AND HOUSS 

As may be seen, however, there are some differences in the value of Meal on Burra, 

and of North House and of House on Houss.  Meal and House were longstanding 

townships, and they are considered first. 

The difference in respect of Meal may have been due to the effect of sand blow 

around the end of the seventeenth century.  The historical documents value the 

township variously at 14 merks and at either 22 or 22 ½ merks.  There is no obvious 

reason for the odd half-merk, but two explanations are possibly for the difference of 

eight merks.  Mathewson notes “In Mail, Church Lands 8 merks, John Scott esquire 

14 merks, Mail contains 22 merks” which suggests that Mathewson might be listing 

only the property which belonged to his employer John Scott.  Another possibility is 

raised by the pre-1830 Disposition which refers to “… in the island of West Burra … 

the twenty two merks four ures of land of Maill there, which is wasted and rented at 

fourteen merks …”  This implies that the value of the land had been re-assessed 

following a catastrophic event, and it is suggested that the “wasting” might have 

referred to the effects of sand blow.  The aerial photograph of the area (shown as 

Figure 2-18: Extent of blowout at Sands of Meal) suggested that there had been 

significant areas of sand blowout behind both beaches, although only one blowout 

continues to be active.  

With regard to House, the Valuation Roll shows the township as valued at 36 merks.  

The property actually paid cess (a type of land-tax) on only 30 merks (Smith, B., 

pers. comm.) and tax records by their nature tend not to underestimate the value of 

property to be taxed.  Taking this into account along with the consistency of the 

other documents, it is likely that the correct figure for House is 30 merks.   

North House, however, is an example of an outset which appears to have been 

unofficially valued in merks.   

The pre-1830 Disposition describes North House as an outset.  On his map 

Mathewson marks the individual houses at Bloomister, North House and House, but 

does not show any clear boundaries between their respective holdings.  In his written 

survey Bloomister is listed as worth two merks but he notes that “by a late division 

one Merk was taken from Bloomister and given to Northhouse”.  This would suggest 

that Bloomister was originally worth three merks.  He also notes that North House 

“was originally an outset”.  In the Rental of 1855 (Rental, 1855) North House 

appears to have been treated as a single property with Bloomister.   



Outsets would not normally be valued in merks but a further note by Mathewson 

suggests that there was a notional value imputed to North House.  Of this holding he 

writes that “As an outset it was rated as 3 Merks to the Tenants” but did not form 

part of “the old Rental land”.  This suggests that notwithstanding its status as an 

outset, North House was worth three merks.  The remembrance of this valuation 

suggests that North House may have been established at a time when the distinction 

between township and outset was recognised but not yet critical in terms of rights 

and responsibilities.   

The curious phrase “rated at” is used by Mathewson about one other property in the 

study area, namely the Water Pund adjacent to Bannaminn on Burra.  The nineteenth 

century documents all agree in valuing Bannaminn at three merks, but on the 

relevant ledger page Mathewson describes Bannaminn as “Bandamin 3 M + Water 

Pund rated at 1 Merk”.  The merk attributed to the Water Pund is not mentioned 

again and is not included in his final totals.  The property referred to as the Water 

Pund is probably the piece of land referred to in the pre-1830 Disposition as “the 

water gang” at “Banduman” which is still visible on the 1900 Ordnance Survey map.  

See Figure 6-5: The Water Gang. 

Parts of the two earlier hill dykes which encircled the separate townships of 

Bannaminn and Papil are still visible, and are noted on the map.  The Water Gang 

would have allowed stock grazing on the hill land beyond these dykes to have access 

to the loch of Papil.  When the modern hill dyke replaced them, the Water Gang 

represented an additional area of well-manured land now within the hill dyke and 

available for cultivation.   It was normal practice when a township expanded, not to 

adjust its valuation in merks (Smith, B., pers. comm.).  Normal practice seems to 

have been followed here, but the worth of the additional ground appears to have been 

acknowledged unofficially with the term “rated at”.  

 



FIGURE 6-5: THE WATER GANG 

Source: Lamb after Ordnance Survey 

This second use of the phrase would appear to confirm the occasional attribution of a 

notional value expressed in merks to particular pieces of land which were not 

townships.  

With regard to the value of townships, the case of Trondra is more straightforward.  

The value of settlements in the mid-eighteenth century was noted by Balfour 

(Balfour, 1772) and the total is confirmed by the Valuation Roll of 1825 (Valuation 

Roll, 1825):  

ISLAND SETTLEMENT VALUATION ROLL 

1825 

BALFOUR 

1772 

Trondra - 75 merks - 

 Inner Hame toun - 33 merks 

 Outer Hame toun - 21 merks 

 Hogaland - 6 merks 

 Burland - 15 merks 

TABLE 6-3: VALUATION OF SETTLEMENTS ON TRONDRA 

The comparative value of townships can therefore be established with moderate 

certainty.  Since these settlements were attracting the attention of the tax-collectors 

Line of modern hill dyke 

Line of earlier 

hill dykes 

“water gang” 



by AD 1300, they are likely to have been already well-established by that period.  

They are therefore candidates for occupation at an earlier period.     

1.1.4 Relative quality of arable land  

The oldest-established settlements are likely to have the deepest soil.  Merks are a 

measure of value rather than extent: a small township with rich soil can be worth the 

same number of merks as a large township with poor soil.  It is suggested that where 

both the value and the area of a settlement can be established, it is possible to 

estimate the relative quality of the soil expressed as a ratio of merks per acre.  

Settlements with a high ratio of merks to an acre will contain better soil than those 

with a low ratio.  This ratio would allow settlements to be ranked in order, from 

more to less agriculturally valuable.  Ranking townships in order of their quality of 

soil may be an indicator of their comparative age.   

When the value of settlements is compared with their area, the information shown in 

Table 6-4: Merks per acre scores is obtained. 

There are problems with using this analysis too simplistically.  Firstly, on eight 

holdings the figure for acreage is equal to the number of merks.  This raises the 

possibility that some respondents may have confused the two in describing their 

holdings to the census taker.  Secondly, the numbers of merks may not be strictly 

comparable between townships.  Although originally a merk represented a set weight 

of silver, from the Late Middle Ages the merk became a less standard measurement 

with merks of land paying rent at different rates per merk, sometimes within a single 

township.  This variability may be a consideration, here.  Thirdly, a township 

consisted not only of cultivated ground but also of land used for hay meadow.  By 

calculating merks per acre over the whole township this may in some cases have 

unfairly depressed the average score, understating the actual agricultural productivity 

of the cultivated areas.  Lastly, it is not clear from Mathewson’s notes whether the 

transfer of one merk of land from Bloomister to North House referred to notional 

value or to an actual area of land.  If it was the latter, then the calculations above 

may not have been performed on the correct acreage. 

Even so, the merks per acre score is potentially a useful tool.  Higher scores indicate 

better soils, and better soils will have been cultivated longer.  The exceptionally high 

merks/acre score shown by one settlement on each island implies a depth of soil  



 

 

 

 

 

 

INSERT TABLE 6-4: MERKS PER ACRE SCORES



which has built up over such an extended period that continuous occupation since the 

Neolithic is a distinct possibility.  On Trondra the merks/acre score for the inner and 

outer Hame toun supports Balfour’s description of the more intense cultivation 

which had occurred in the inner part (Balfour, 1772).   

A different approach is needed in order to assess the relative quality of soil where 

settlements have not been valued in merks.  For the most part these are outsets of 

differing periods, established as settlement expanded.  As long as agricultural 

capability was a major consideration, each successive wave of settlement expansion 

might be expected to occupy the best available site, leaving the poorest land to be 

occupied last.   

Over time, however, other economic and political factors were of increasing 

influence.  Outsets of the modern period (AD 1700-now) were constrained more and 

more by other economic and political factors.  The pulse of expansion relating to the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries has already been identified: outsets on Burra and 

Houss are shown above in Table 6-2: Valuation of settlements on Burra and Houss.  

Those on Trondra were discussed in the context of the agricultural holdings on that 

island. 

With respect to earlier periods, a sequence of settlement expansion is more likely to 

be a broad indicator of comparative soil quality.  Even so, considerations of 

availability and convenience will have played a part and areas adjacent to, or 

infilling between, existing holdings would be easy options for expansion.  The names 

of these earlier outsets may offer an indication as to relative date, and this possibility 

is considered later in this chapter.  

Settlements with better soil are likely not only to be the longest established but also 

to be the wealthiest.  As such, they are also likely to have been taxed early and to 

appear in the earliest known Shetland documents.   

1.2 Early documents 

High value land will be taxed more thoroughly and at an earlier date than poorer 

places.  Settlements which were wealthy enough to be taxed early and important 

enough to appear in the earliest documents are likely to have built that wealth on 

agricultural soil.  Thus early documents may identify settlements which already had 

deep anthropogenic soils by the beginning of the historic period and which therefore 

may already have been extremely old. 



1.2.1 Early tax records 

For centuries taxation in Shetland was based on the value of a settlement.  Two 

important taxes were scat and wattle, both being of Scandinavian origin and taking a 

particular form in Shetland.   

Settlements which paid scat were probably in existence before AD 1300.  The 

introduction of scat dates to the late thirteenth century review mentioned in Chapter 

3: The character of Shetland settlement.  This review was carried out for the purpose 

of revising and regulating the rent and taxation on Shetland’s settlements and 

districts (Smith, 2000: 45) and appears to have built on the older organisation of 

settlement; it thus recorded the alterations and divisions of holdings in existence at 

the time of the revaluation and reinforced the changes made since the original 

Scandinavian colonisation of the islands.  As previously stated, the effects of this re-

organisation were still visible in the seventeenth century (Smith, 2000: 11).   

It used to be suggested that scat-paying districts which shared areas of common land 

actually dated back as units to the first Norse colonisation of Shetland, and possibly 

even to the Iron Age (Smith, 1984a: 104-106), but it is more likely that they are 

linked to the thirteenth century revaluation (Smith, 2000: 45).   

Wattle was established at an unknown later date.  It was originally paid in “nights”, 

providing hospitality to the sheriff as he travelled round administering justice, but 

this service was commuted to goods by Earl Robert Stewart sometime after 1565.  It 

follows that settlements which paid wattle but not scat had been established after the 

late thirteenth century but before the late sixteenth century (Smith, forthcoming). 

One of the most reliable lists of scat-paying districts was drawn up by Thomas 

Gifford in 1716.  It is an accurate and careful work, and notes that the collection of 

wattle is included with the collection of scat.  A similarly careful work is that of 

Andro Smyth, whose records include a “Rental of Yetland” of c.1628 in which he 

provides a complete list of scat-paying districts and also distinguishes between those 

which pay only scat and those which also pay wattle.   

Settlements on Burra, Houss or Trondra which paid scat and were therefore in 

existence before 1300 are: 

ISLAND SETTLEMENT PAYING SCAT 

AND WATTLE 

1716 

PAYING SCAT 

AND WATTLE 

C.1628 

PAYING 

WATTLE 

1605 

Burra Setter Setter - - 

 Mail Meall Meall Meal 



 Branchiclett Branceclet Bransaclet - 

 Brake Brogh Brugh Brucht 

 Brough 

 Southerhouse 

 Wester Hogaland Hugaland - - 

 Grunasound Grunasound - Grunyesound 

 Sandwick Sandweek Sandwick - 

 Papil Papall Papill - 

 Bannaminn - - - 

 Clett Clet Clet - 

 Minn Mine Myne - 

     

Houss Easter Hogaland East Hugaland - - 

 Norbister Norbuster Norbister - 

 Bloomister - - - 

 North House - - - 

 House Houss Houss - 

 Symbister - - - 

     

Trondra “Trondra” Trondra Trondray - 

 The Hame toun - - - 

 Burland - - - 

 Hogaland - - - 

TABLE 6-5: TAX-PAYING TOWNSHIPS 

The fact that a settlement is not noted in a particular year as paying scat does not 

mean that it did not do so.  If Setter, Wester Hogaland, Grunasound and Easter 

Hogaland were scatted in 1716 then they were scatted in c.1628, very likely as part 

of a group of townships designated by the name or names of the principal settlements 

in the group.  This practice of grouping is fairly common: for example Brough on 

Burra is a single township, but its constituent parts of Brake and Southerhouse are 

only occasionally listed separately in documents. 

Bannaminn, Bloomister, North House and Symbister are either not scatted separately 

or not scatted at all in which case they may not have been occupied c. AD 1300.  All 

other settlements which are named as paying scat clearly date from before AD 1300. 

 

 

1.2.2 Shetland documents 

The earliest documents relating to Shetland have been collected and published in two 

volumes, one covering 1195 to 1579 (Ballantyne and Smith, 1999) and the second 

covering 1580 to 1611 (Ballantyne and Smith, 1994).  The earliest period, however, 



is very thinly represented with less than three dozen documents dating to before 

1500.  Changes in settlement size and situation become easier to trace as more 

frequent documents provide primary evidence for trends and events.   

Different settlements in the study area are mentioned between 1500 and 1579, but 

allowing for the accident of survival this cannot be taken as a complete list of 

prominent settlements.  Those mentioned specifically are: 

ISLAND SETTLEMENT DOCUMENTS DATED BEFORE 1600 

Burra Setter Skat of Yetland 

 Mail Skat of Yetland, 1589 

 Branchiclett 1577, 1589 

 Brake 1577 

 Brough Skat of Yetland, 1577, 1589 (twice) 

 Southerhouse - 

 “Hogaland” 1570, 1577, 1587, 1595-6 

 Grunasound 1577 

 Sandwick Skat of Yetland, 1561, 1577, 1588 

 Papil 1577 

 Bannaminn - 

 Clett 1560, 1561, 1577, 1578-9 

 Minn 1510, Skat of Yetland, 1577 

   

Houss “Easter Hogaland” - 

 Norbister 1577, 1578 

 Bloomister - 

 North House - 

 House Skat of Yetland, 1560, 1575, 1578, 1580, 

1584, 1587, 1588 (twice), 1589 (twice) 

 Symbister 1577 

   

Trondra “Trondra” Skat of Yetland, 1570, 1577 

 The Hame toun - 

 Burland 1567, 1578-9, 1581-2, 1589 (twice), 1599 

 “Hogaland in Trondra” 1595 

TABLE 6-6: SETTLEMENTS MENTIONED IN DOCUMENTS BEFORE AD 1600 

Differing spellings aside, some aspects are worthy of comment. 

Hogaland is a common name, but in 1716 Gifford refers to Wester Hogaland simply 

as “Hogaland”, suggesting that when writers meant Easter Hogaland they added the 

word “Easter” to avoid confusion.  The documents shown therefore are assumed to 

refer to Wester Hogaland.  The document of 1595 which mentions Hogaland on 

Trondra includes the phrase “in Trondra” to avoid ambiguity. 

Bannaminn appears for the first time in the documentary record in the seventeenth 

century.  The Shetland Archivist advises that the earliest documentary reference 



(Smith, B., pers. comm.) is an Instrument of Sasine in favour of James Sinclair, 

eldest son of John Sinclair of Quendale, following disposition by John, dated 10 

March 1656 (Register of Sasines for Shetland, RS44/3, Folio 415 recto).  The subject 

of the transfer is a bundle of small pieces of land including “Land in Bandemine”.  

Bannaminn may therefore have been vacant since before AD 1300.   

Bloomister and North House, paired in later documents, are both absent from this 

list.  Bloomister is good quality land contiguous with the House settlement area, and 

therefore a likely area for early expansion.  Bloomister is not mentioned separately in 

surviving scat records, but it is valued in merks.  This suggests that it was assessed as 

a township in its own right in the late thirteenth century tax re-evaluation but 

included implicitly with House.  North House is a logical area for later expansion 

from Bloomister.   

Between 1567 and 1604 a total of fourteen documents record various property 

transactions on Trondra (Ballantyne and Smith, 1994, 1999).  Only three townships 

are named:  Burland, Hogaland and Trondra.  Nowadays the name “Trondra” refers 

to the whole island, but the context of the property transactions in these early records 

indicates that it is only the “Hame toun” which is being described.  The element –øy 

is commonly found in the names of smaller islands around Shetland (Jakobsen, 

1936: 121) but it does also occur in the names of peninsulas (Jakobsen, 1936: 121).  

In some places –øy has the meaning “flat, fertile stretch of land along water” 

(Jakobsen, 1936: 124) and this would also be applicable to the situation of the Hame 

toun.     

Early documents which refer to settlements do so by names which may already have 

been in existence for some time.   Place names in Shetland are almost entirely Norse, 

and onomastic evidence potentially bridges the gap between the Norse period and 

documented history.   

1.3 Place names 

The value of names in identifying possible sites of Iron Age activity lies in their 

potential to identify the relative age of settlements, distinguishing between the 

settlements wealthy enough to be taken into account in the late thirteenth century tax 

reforms.   

Certain place name elements appear to reflect changes in fashion through time.  

Other elements may indicate differences in size or location of farm, or denote the 



status of farms with relation to each other, or the type of farming carried out.  

Analysis of these names might indicate a possible chronology of settlement 

expansion which can then be linked to other evidence.   

1.3.1 Using place name evidence 

Over 99 per cent of Shetland place names are derived from Old Norse (Fojut, 2006: 

92) and they form the subject of two standard reference works (Jakobsen, 1936, 

Stewart, 1987).  The names themselves are the result of over a thousand years of 

settlement and written evidence is comparatively late.  Thus whilst some may reflect 

settlement and land use from the earliest Norse period, they are not easily 

differentiated.   

Norse had a rich vocabulary to indicate a farm or dwelling place and the following 

elements all signify habitation: 

OLD NORSE SURVIVING NAME ELEMENT 

boer, býr -by 

bólstađr -bister 

garđr -garth, -gar 

hús -house 

land -land 

setr, sætr -setter 

skáli -skaill 

stađr -sta, -ster, -ston 

TABLE 6-7: OLD NORSE WORDS INDICATING HABITATION 

Outsets of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were included in Table 6-2: 

Valuation of settlements on Burra and Houss.  They show the continued use of some 

of these elements into modern times.  They also illustrate how certain elements are 

found associated with certain kinds of holding: 

 

SETTLEMENT OLD 

NORSE 

MEANING OLD 

NORSE 

MEANING REFER-

ENCE 

Utnabrake ytri outer brekka slope (Stewart, 

1987: 63) 

Gardens - - gerdí fenced piece 

of ground 

(Stewart, 

1987: 112) 

Crugar krá nook or 

corner 

garđr enclosure (Stewart, 

1987: 112) 

Gossigarth gás goose garđr enclosure (Stewart, 

1987: 112) 

TABLE 6-8: PLACE NAMES OF LATE OUTSETS 



Utnabrake may have been named because it was set on an outer slope facing away 

from a main settlement, or because it was set on the outer fields of the place already 

known as Brake.  Its situation fits either interpretation. 

Three of the outsets, however, have names ending in -garđr or in its derivative -gerđi 

both of which refer to fenced arable land (Jakobsen, 1936: 43).  Names compounded 

with either of these words are thought to represent the growth of secondary farms 

contiguous to existing ones (Stewart, 1987: 91) and the examples in the study area 

neatly illustrate this principle.  Gardens lies adjacent to Utnabrake and Brake whilst  

Crugarth is an outgrowth from Papil; Gossigarth lies next to Minn, on the other side 

of a major coast-to-coast dyke. 

Over the centuries older names may have been lost and replaced.  This process is 

seen in more recent times.  Three of the outset names documented in the nineteenth 

century contained the element “New” which confirms their comparatively recent 

coinage at the time they were documented.  The names did not, however, continue in 

common use.  The properties on New Street are now known only by their individual 

names and New Grunasound is known locally as Crø.  A crø is the local term for a 

sheep-fold (Graham, 1984: 14) and is a name associated with other late outsets in 

Shetland (Stewart, 1987: 185).  New Town is known as Guttery Toun because the 

land is full of mud, mire and puddles.  Its poorly drained nature confirms that it has 

not been as intensively crofted over as long a period as adjacent properties in the 

area.   

A further complication is that both earlier and later place names may be 

misidentified as Norse and analysed according to a Norse-speaking context which 

does not apply.   

Some names derived from Old Norse have the appearance of being Scots or even 

English (Jakobsen, 1936: 4, Stewart, 1987: 150). This difficulty is noticeable where 

properties are named after the cardinal points of the compass.  North House and 

Southerhouse, for example, have the appearance of late names but may be derived 

from Old Norse norđhús and syđrahús.  It should be noted that the presence of a 

North House in a location does not imply the existence of a corresponding South 

House (Stewart, 1987: 154).  Conversely the distinction between “Wester” and 

“Easter” Hogaland is likely to be late.  In 1716 Gifford refers to Wester Hogaland 

simply as “Hogaland”.  



Where a name may be either Norse or Lowland Scots, some commentators express a 

preference for a Norse derivation (Jakobsen, 1936: xxiv).  In some cases this 

assumption may be borne out by other evidence.    

An example is provided by the holding of Cauldhame on Trondra.  It is not 

mentioned by Balfour and it is therefore possible that the name is a very late Scots 

one applied to the nineteenth century croft.  On the other hand it is possible to derive 

the name from the generic -heimr meaning “abode” and assign it to the Norse period 

(Stewart, 1987: 128-129).  It may have even been a particularly early name brought 

ready-coined from Norway (Jakobsen, 1936: xxv) and thus represent a possible 

“colonial” naming (Stewart, 1965: 129, Nicolaisen, 1980).  In the case of Cauldhame 

the presence of the Early Norse long house above the later croft may give weight to 

the second explanation. 

Even allowing for the need for caution, it can be seen that the names of settlement 

may be an indicator of antiquity.  

1.3.2 Foundation, division and agricultural status 

There are acknowledged difficulties in producing a consistent interpretation of place 

name elements.  Earlier connotations are difficult to recover and the original nuance 

may have become irrelevant quite quickly.  Thus large, central, high-status farms 

will often be the oldest, but outlying settlements sometimes become as productive as 

the original ones, especially if the area was well-manured before the new farm was 

established.  Situations change and historical records do not always confirm the 

initial low status implied by a generic name. 

Nevertheless certain patterns in Norse names have been noted and when taken 

together these may provide a coherent framework for a broad chronology of 

settlement expansion in the study area.   

One theory, based on the names of farms given in the sagas and by analogy from 

Iceland (Crawford, 1987: 111), suggests that the earliest Norse settlements need not 

have been large but that they would have been in easily defended locations, their 

names being derived from important topographical features (Crawford, 1987: 104).  

Morphologically simple names referring primarily to natural features are thought to 

be amongst the very earliest (Nicolaisen, 1980: 111).  Settlement names in the study 

area which incorporate natural elements include: 

 SETTLEMENT OLD 

NORSE 

MEANING OLD 

NORSE 

MEANING REF- 

ERENCE 



 SETTLEMENT OLD 

NORSE 

MEANING OLD 

NORSE 

MEANING REF- 

ERENCE 

       

SIMPLE Mail melr sand - - (Stewart, 

1987: 204) 

 Brake brekka slope - - (Stewart, 

1987: 63) 

 Clett klettr rock, crag - - (Stewart, 

1987: 181) 

 Minn mynni, 

minni 

mouth of 

stream,  

inlet 

- - (Stewart, 

1987: 208) 

       

COMPOUND Grunasound grunn a shallow sund sound, strait 

or channel 

(Stewart, 

1987: 264) 

 Sandwick sandr sand vík open bay (Stewart, 

1987: 294) 

TABLE 6-9: PLACE NAMES INCORPORATING TOPOGRAPHICAL ELEMENTS 

Branchiclett and Bannaminn are also compound names which include topographical 

elements: they are slightly unusual and are considered separately. 

Defensibility would be a consideration if the arrival of the Norse in Orkney and 

Shetland was largely a matter of conquest.  It has been suggested elsewhere, 

however, that the Norse settled on tracts of land away from broch sites (Small, 1982: 

244-245).  This has been taken to imply that the native Picts remained in possession 

of the best land (Crawford, 1987: 101).  The precise nature of Pictish-Norse relations 

at this period remains a topic of keen debate (Morris, 1996), but it is clear that the 

spread of new settlements implies an increase in population in certain areas.  

Even if a name is early Norse, this does not mean that the place so named was a 

Norse settlement.  If a place needs on occasion to be spoken about then it needs to be 

clearly identified, but the naming of a settlement at a particular date does not 

necessarily imply that it was newly occupied at that date or that it was occupied by 

the people who coined the name.   

All of these sites named above in Table 6-9: Place names incorporating 

topographical elements, are located on Burra.  None is particularly well-sited in 

terms of defence.  In most cases there are other settlements nearby.  Brake, for 

example, lies to the north of Brough, and Clett and Minn lie to the south of Papil.  

The case of Papil is discussed below, in the context of other unusual place names.   

The settlement of Sandwick on the west side of Burra lies apart from the other areas 

of settlement, and therefore does not encroach upon them.  It does, however, fulfil all 

the criteria for an optimum Norse site (Small, 1968: 148) namely easy access to the 

sea, flat land on which to build, proximity of cultivable land and extensive pastures.  



There is also fresh water available.  In Shetland, the topography dictates that most of 

these conditions are found on the lower-lying parts of the coast. 

Against this picture must be set the possibility that the original topographical names 

of the first settlements would have been lost early and replaced instead with names 

which included the element boer or byr (Crawford, 1987: 111-112).  It has been 

suggested that names with the element boer or skáli were in fact the “great original 

settlements” (Thomson, 1987: 44), although modern traces may be faint.  To the 

north of the study area the modern village of Scalloway contains the name element 

skáli and was clearly in a well-favoured situation as it later became the capital of 

Shetland. 

Two or three pulses of expansion have been identified after the original settlements 

were established.  There was a particular need for new settlements in the eleventh, 

twelfth and thirteenth centuries as population increased and settlement intensified 

(Thomson, 1987: 53).  Opinions vary as to which place names may relate to which 

expansion: 

REFERENCE (THOMSON, 

1995) 

(CRAWFORD, 

1987: 105-108) 

(NICOLAISEN, 

1989: 84-94) 

1
st
 expansion bólstađr, land, 

stađr garđr 

land, bólstađr, 

garđr, skali 
stađr 

2
nd

 expansion qvi, setr, sætr stađr setr, sætr 

3
rd

 expansion - qvi, setr, sætr bólstađr 

TABLE 6-10: THEORIES ABOUT PLACE NAMES AND SETTLEMENT EXPANSION 

Some of the settlements in the study area retain these elements: 

SETTLEMENT OLD 

NORSE 

MEANING OLD 

NORSE 

MEANING REFER-

ENCE 

Setter 
setr, 

sætr 

hill pasture 

with seasonal 

hut 

- - 

(Stewart, 

1987: 243) 

Hogaland haugr a cairn land land 
(Stewart, 

1987: 199) 

      

Norbister norđr north 
bólstađr farm 

(Stewart, 

1987: 58) Symbister sunna south 

      

Burland borg fort land land 
(Stewart, 

1987: 199) 

TABLE 6-11: PLACE NAMES RELATING TO SETTLEMENT EXPANSION 

As population expanded there was a need to share holdings between family 

members.  Existing farms would be divided and new houses built.  Names in 

bólstađr may represent the division of older, bigger primary Norse farms in this 



period because they are usually found central to the settlement area (Crawford, 1987: 

110-111).  The ból element means “lot” or “portion” and when used in Norway it 

probably signified a division of the homefield.  The name Bloomister also includes 

the bólstađr element, although the first part of the name is atypical and is discussed 

below with other unusual names.   

The use of paired comparatives as first elements in place names, such as Norbister 

and Symbister on Houss, is a prime indicator of division, perhaps occurring on 

inheritance.  In Orkney fewer bólstađr names were created in the post-medieval 

period and this has been attributed to climatic deterioration leading to more difficult 

economic and political conditions, resulting in less splitting of townships (Thomson, 

1987: 58). 

Norbister and Symbister both appear in the written record for the first time in the late 

1570s but as will be demonstrated later in this chapter there are large differences 

between their status in terms of physical size, value and quality of soil.  Also, 

Norbister was taxed in its own right at an early period. If this was a formal division, 

it was not an equal one in agricultural terms. 

There was also outward expansion onto common land as successive generations took 

into cultivation outlying portions on the margins of an existing farm.  Names in -land 

appear to be later than the primary settlement, with setter names being later still. 

This lateness is not a universal rule, for the presence of a broch at Burland indicates 

that it was occupied in the Iron Age.  The term land perhaps carries more meaning as 

regards size and situation.  Farms with this place name element are certainly lesser.  

In Norway they have a very definite distribution, being often found on the hilly 

outskirts or poorer land (Stewart, 1987: 192-193).  More marginal sites are more 

susceptible to crop failure.  Farms in -land are also apparently secondary in relation 

to stađr farms (Andersen, 1995: 19).  In Orkney too, -land farms tend to be on less 

advantageous sites and among the smaller farms (Thomson, 1995: 59).  In terms of 

chronology, smaller and poorer tends to equate to later, with such sites usually 

occupied only when the best sites were already taken. 

The name Hogaland occurs three times in the study area.  The -land element denotes 

farmland (Jakobsen, 1936: 76, Stewart, 1987: 191) but the first element is variously 

explained as haugr meaning cairn or mound (Jakobsen, 1936: 51-52, Stewart, 1987: 

193) or hagi meaning pasture (Jakobsen, 1936: 50).  The Shetland term hjōg can also 

denote a hill (Jakobsen, 1936: 51).  All three Hogalands are on low-lying land which 



means by definition that they are in the lee of a hill.  Only at Easter Hogaland, 

however, is there a Neolithic cairn on the hill behind the settlement. 

It is possible that all three places derive their name from hagi meaning pasture 

(Jakobsen, 1936: 50) which may denote the kind of farming initially carried out on 

the sites.  There is little evidence for a shieling system in Shetland but grazing was 

important and pasture areas were obvious choices for expansion because the soil was 

well-manured.  If this place name was used in the Norse period to denote a location 

for grazing stock rather than for cultivation, then the occupation may have been 

seasonal.  The area would have been an early choice for an additional farm site, 

possibly as early as the consolidation phase of the Norse settlement.  Neither Easter 

Hogaland on Houss nor Hogaland on Trondra would have been the first choice for 

Norse settlers because in spite of their coastal location and soil founded on 

limestone, their steep location means that it is not easy to beach a boat.  A contrast 

may be made with Cauldhame and the northern shore of Trondra, where the remains 

of a number of boat noosts are recorded.   

Some early secondary settlements definitely began as pasturage farms in the outfield 

or between the main settlements but these usually include the element setter 

(Stewart, 1965: 229-244) rather than haga (Stewart, 1965: 125).  If names in -land 

are earlier than names in setter then the choice of element to indicate pasture may 

have been subject to fashion. 

The Norwegian land and setter farms were mostly on marginal land and exposed to 

crop failure.  They were therefore the first to be deserted when better opportunities 

such as emigration became available (Andersen, 1995: 19).  They were, by 

implication, the homes of the less favoured. 

The setter sites are thought to represent internal expansion into peripheral pastoral 

areas around earlier farms, marking a phase of denser settlement (Fenton, 1997: 31), 

and the consolidation and infilling of settlement in favourable locations (Crawford, 

1995: 10).  This name continued in use in Shetland even into comparatively recent 

times, but since Setter on Burra is scatted its establishment must have preceded c. 

AD 1300. 

Another farm with the name element setter was Bragaster on Papa Stour, the subject 

in AD 1299 of Shetland’s earliest historical document (Ballantyne and Smith, 1999: 

1-2).  Bragaster was one of the peripheral farms not previously assessed to pay scat, 

but which were brought into the taxation system following its re-organisation in the 



second part of the thirteenth century (Smith, 2000: 10, 2002: 42).  Setter on Burra 

may also have been newly scatted as part of the same revision. 

Further internal division of an existing farm is shown by the use of such a wide range 

of elements as mid (middle), near (lower), nist (lowest), uttes (outermost), sym 

(south) and is (east) (Thomson, 1995: 48).  The names of North House and 

Southerhouse may be an example of this kind of naming.  The equivocal outset 

status of North House implies a date after AD 1300 but before the major expansion 

of outsets after AD 1700.  The late fifteenth century was a time of agricultural 

depression and it took some time for conditions to recover (Thomson, 1984).  A date 

in the fourteenth or early fifteenth century for these two settlements would be 

compatible with these trends.   

Yet place names do not provide an automatic mechanism for producing a 

chronological sequence and there are problems with trying to apply rigid 

chronologies (Crawford, 1987: 108).  The analysis of different names through time is 

more useful if it is seen as a guide to a sequence of settlement at the local level, 

rather than as an absolute chronology (Morris, 1985: 231).  Expansion need not be 

constant and there may in fact be periods of contraction in the overall picture.  Also, 

if the range of vocabulary refers to different types of contemporary settlement, there 

is no reason why the use of the element setr should not both precede and succeed use 

of the element bólstađr in a local sequence (Morris, 1985: 231). 

1.3.3 Names containing other information 

Even allowing for flexibility, certain settlement names in the study area do not fit 

readily into the framework outlined above.   

Brough on Burra and House on Houss appear to have been named after prominent 

dwellings: 

SETTLEMENT OLD 

NORSE 

MEANING REFERENCE 

Brough borg fort (Stewart, 1987: 48) 

House hús house (Stewart, 1987: 173) 

TABLE 6-12: PLACE NAMES RELATING TO BUILDINGS 

The principle of naming a settlement after the style of a prominent house located 

there is fairly regular in Shetland; for example the type of house known as a stofa 

(Stoklund, 2002) has given its name to a number of settlements in Shetland 

(Jakobsen, 1936: 103, Stewart, 1987: 259-260).  Likewise Brough is a comparatively 



common name (Stewart, 1987: 46-49) both simply and in compounds.  It refers to 

the presence of a broch-like structure, in this case the mound in Brough on Burra 

(SMR # 331 / NMRS # HU33SE7).   

The hús element is also common in Shetland place names but seldom stands alone.  

Uncompounded it occurs only three times in Shetland (Stewart, 1987: 173) but two 

of these occur for the first time on nineteenth century maps.  House on Houss is the 

exception.   

House has been the setting for a major dwelling for an extended period of time.  The 

ruins of a seventeenth century haa house still stand at House (see Chapter 2: The 

shape of the country).  It is likely that this was not the first high-status structure on 

the site.  It is known from early documentary evidence that a major branch of the 

powerful Sinclair family was based here by the sixteenth century.  It was from House 

that the local laird, William Sinclair, set out for the battle of Summerdale in 1529 

(Finnie, 1990: 90).  A local resident whose parents were brought up at Houss and 

who is active in the local history group pointed out the foundations of an earlier large 

building in the grounds of the haa house at House; these particular remains are 

known locally as Da Galleries (Herculson, L., pers. comm.).   

It is therefore feasible that the name is a comparatively modern and obvious one for 

a place which was the location of a succession of prestige dwellings.   

It is also possible that this usage represented an abbreviation for the older name of 

“Huseby”.  It must be said that there is no documentary evidence for the settlement 

having been called anything other than “House”, but change over time means the –by 

element of names is sometimes not important enough to be retained (Crawford, 

1987, 112).  The presence of a great house would add rationalisation to the name 

change.   

It has been noted in Orkney and elsewhere that huseby farms are important farms, 

usually large, old and central, reflecting their high status as the original settlement.  

They often show signs of subsequent division, whilst the original farm retains its 

status (Thomson, 1995. 53-4).  The implications of this place name as an indicator of 

a particular kind of social organisation are discussed in a later chapter.   

A number of early historic settlements in the study area have names which do not fit 

immediately into any of the categories discussed so far: 

SETTLEMENT OLD 

NORSE 

MEANING OLD 

NORSE 

MEANING REFER-

ENCE 



SETTLEMENT OLD 

NORSE 

MEANING OLD 

NORSE 

MEANING REFER-

ENCE 

Branchiclett 

Brandr 
common 

man’s name 
klettr a rock, crag 

(Stewart, 

1987: 181) 

brendr burnt 
(Jakobsen, 

1936: 66, 143) 

Papil papa priest 

ból 
resting place 

for animals 

(Stewart, 

1987: 51) 

ból lot, portion 
(Stewart, 

1987: 54) 

Bannaminn band 
(s) a band 

(pl) fetters 

mynni, 

minni 

mouth of a 

stream, inlet 

(Stewart, 

1987: 207) 

Bloomister 
blóm bloom, flower 

bólstađr farm 
(Stewart, 

1987: 58) blind (hidden) 

TABLE 6-13: UNUSUAL PLACE NAMES 

The first documentary mention of Branchiclett is in the complaint against Bruce of 

Cultmalindie in 1577, where “Richart in Brensaclett” is listed as a witness 

(Ballantyne and Smith, 1999: 188).  As a scat-paying township Branchiclett must 

have been occupied before AD 1300, but the name lacks any of the habitative 

elements usually associated with the pulses of expansion in the tenth, eleventh and 

twelfth centuries.  This implies that it may have been named at an earlier period and 

this would be consistent with the topographic element klettr.   

One source derives “Branchiclett” from Brandr which he describes as a common 

Norwegian name (Stewart, 1987: 181).  The eponymous Brandr may have owned or 

farmed the area around the clett in question.  Another source, however, contains a 

survey of personal names occurring as the first part in Shetland place names 

(Jakobsen, 1936: 148-154) but does not include the name Brandr.  This second 

source does not mention Branchiclett specifically, but does point out that the word 

brendr occurs in some Shetland place names for areas where either heather or trees 

had been cleared by burning for the purposes of cultivation (Jakobsen, 1936: 143).  If 

Branchiclett is derived from brendr and klettr, it may be grouped with other 

polysyllabic and topographical place names such as Sandwick or Grunasound.  The 

activity of burning suggests expansion onto then-uncultivated land. 

With respect to Papil, many place names in the Northern Isles contain the element 

papa.  This means “priest” and “the dominant place of the papar on these islands 

must have forcibly impressed the Norse for them to give a name derived directly 

from the priestly inhabitants, and for that name to have become permanent” 

(Crawford, 1987: 166).  The second element of the name Papil may be a habitative 



element indicating a farm, or the word indicating a lot or portion.  The arrival of the 

papar in Shetland may be dated to some time during or after the seventh century AD 

(Fojut, 2006: 86), a period when the gift of land to the church was a widespread 

practice “throughout Christendom” (Lamb, 1995: 18). 

The presence of the papar may also explain the first element of the name 

Bannaminn.  The land known as Bannaminn is located opposite Minn and the first 

element may have served originally to distinguish the two areas in speech.  The usual 

derivation of the name is not convincing.  The first element banda is difficult to 

source.  The suggestion that it comes from the Old Norse band meaning “chains” or 

“fetters” (Stewart, 1987: 207) is at odds with the usual range of words applied to 

places.  If it is accepted, it invites rationalisation such as that this piece of land was 

“bound” to the church at nearby Papil, or that people resented the servitude implied 

by church ownership of this good land. 

It is suggested here that the name may be a phonological adaptation of a pre-Norse 

element.  Ban is the Gaelic word for “white”.  The nearby sands are white, and the 

Historia Norvegiae (Anderson, 1922: 331) refers to the papar wearing distinctive 

white robes.  The name may therefore include this pre-Norse element ban rather than 

the Norse word banda.  The occurrence of a Celtic element in a Shetland place name 

is unusual but not unknown (Jakobsen, 1936: 175-210).  The sense of the first 

element would be lost as knowledge of the Celtic word passed away.   

Similar principles may also explain the first element of the name “Bloomister”.  The 

original element is ambiguous for the name has been spelled and pronounced in a 

number of ways over the centuries (Stewart, 1987: 58).  It may be derived from blóm 

meaning flower or blind meaning hidden but neither derivation is convincing.  This 

uncertainty may accurately reflect the difficulties of Norse speakers attempting to 

rationalise a pre-Norse name which was otherwise meaningless to its hearers.  A 

desire to speak the new language need not imply a desire to rename parts of the 

homeland. 

1.3.4 A possible chronology of expansion 

When documentary and place name evidence are considered together, it is possible 

to generate a number of possible sequences for the occupation and re-occupation of 

settlements.  One model is presented below as Table 6-14: Model of settlement 



expansion by place name.  This combines the place name information with the 

information on merks/acre.  

The location of settlements thought to have been occupied up to and during the 

twelfth century is shown in Figure 6-6: Early place names. 

Clearly the model can only represent one range of options, and re-definition of the 

underlying assumptions could generate a different model.  Even allowing for some 

variation in the details of the sequence, however, certain patterns are evident. 

It may be expected that older settlements will have a higher merks/acre ratio and this 

appears generally to be the case.  Thus the expansion of Brough first north to Brake 

and then south to Southerhouse is consistent with the evidence of the names and with 

the merks/acre scores of each part of the township.  At House also the later place 

names of adjacent areas and their lower soil quality suggests a sequence of 

expansion: in this model first north-west to Bloomister and then north-east to North 

House.   



 

 

 

 

 

INSERT FIGURE 6-6: EARLY PLACE NAMES 

 

 

 

 



 

ISLAND SETTLEMENT DATE OF (RE-) OCCUPATION 

IN HISTORICAL PERIOD 

MERKS 

/ACRE 

Burra Gardens 
18

th
-19

th
 century 

(outset) 

Trondra (Cauldhame) (late croft) 

Houss New Street Late 18
th

 century (outset) 

Burra Utnabrake 

18
th

 century 

(outset) 

Burra Crugar (outset) 

Burra Gussigarth (outset) 

Houss New Grunasound (outset) 

Houss New Town (outset) 

Burra Bannaminn 1630-1656 0.60 

Houss North House 
14

th
-15

th
 century 

0.50 

Burra Southerhouse 0.81 

Burra Setter 

11
th

-12
th

 century – year round 

occupation of pasturage farms 

1.00 

Houss Easter Hogaland 0.80 

Trondra Hogaland 0.85 

Burra Wester Hogaland 1.00 

Houss Symbister 
10

th
-11

th
 century 

0.60 

Houss Norbister 0.72 

Houss Bloomister 10
th

 century 1.00 

Burra House / Huseby 

8
th

-9
th

 century 

1.10 

Trondra Cauldhame (late croft) 

Burra Branchiclett 1.00 

Burra Grunasound 1.00 

Burra Sandwick 0.92 

Burra Brake 1.00 

Burra Clett 1.00 

Burra Minn 1.00 

Burra Mail 1.02 

Burra Papil 7
th

-8
th

 century 0.84 

Trondra Burland 
pre-Norse 

0.58 

Burra Brough 1.63 

TABLE 6-14: MODEL OF SETTLEMENT EXPANSION BY PLACE NAME   

The differential soil quality is also consistent with the changes in agriculture and 

expansion of farmland mentioned in Chapter 3: The character of Shetland settlement.  

The intensification of cultivation which followed the adoption of manuring in the 

Iron Age was supplemented by expansion onto poorer soil.  The introduction of oats 

to Shetland in the Late Iron Age (Bond et al., 2004: 142) allowed poorer land to  be 

brought into production (Dickson and Dickson, 2000: 234-235), and established the 

next cycle of intensification in that oats provided winter fodder for animals which 

led in turn to greater production of dung for enriching the infield where the barley 

was grown (Bond et al., 2004: 143).  The distinction between the infield where 

barley was raised  and the outfield where only oats were sown was still made in the 



eighteenth century, and is mentioned by Balfour in his description of the inner and 

outer parts of the Hame toun (Balfour, 1772).  The outer Hame toun was used for 

oats.  The same may have been true initially of Brake and Bloomister. 

Where settlements have a similar merks/acre score and also share chronologically 

similar place names, the impression of contemporaneity is strengthened.  This may 

be seen particularly in the group of settlements assigned to the eighth or ninth 

centuries.   

The farms of Norbister and Symbister which were assigned to the tenth or eleventh 

centuries on the basis of their names, are both poorer in agricultural terms although 

at 18 merks Norbister is clearly a more valuable holding than Symbister which is 

worth only 3 merks.  This inequality would suggest that they represent expansion 

farms named with geographical reference to House, rather than division on 

inheritance.   

The group of farms dated to the eleventh or twelfth centuries (Setter and the 

Hogalands) show a higher merks/acre ratio than the other expansion farms, as might 

be expected if they had been used first as pasturage farms.  The ground would have 

been well-manured before being broken in for cultivation.     

1.4 Predicted Iron Age activity 

In the course of this chapter a number of possible sites of occupation during and 

immediately after the Iron Age have been identified using the evidence of soil and 

place names.   

It might be expected that settlements founded on good natural soils were occupied 

during the Early Iron Age (c. 800-400 BC).  The high merks/acre ratios at Brough on 

Burra, House on Houss and the Hame toun on Trondra all suggest the presence of 

anthrosols consisting of medieval Plaggen soils on top of Iron Age soils.  This is 

consistent with the manuring regime of the Middle (c. 400 BC-AD 400) and Late (c. 

AD 400-800) Iron Ages. 

A summary is presented in Table 6-15: Sites predicted to contain Iron Age 

archaeology. It is suggested that if these settlements were examined 

archaeologically, then in most cases they would produce evidence of Iron Age 

activity.  The kind of investigation which might test this assumption is set out in 

Chapter 8: Testing and using the model. 



ISLAND GOOD NATURAL SOILS HIGH MERKS/ACRE RATIO 

Burra Meal - 

 Brough Brough 

 Tougs - 

 Grunasound - 

 Wester Hogaland - 

 Sandwick - 

 Clett - 

 Minn - 

   

Houss Easter Hogaland - 

 Norbister - 

 Bloomister - 

 - House 

   

Trondra the Hame toun the Hame toun 

 Cauldhame - 

 Hogaland - 

TABLE 6-15: SITES PREDICTED TO CONTAIN IRON AGE ARCHAEOLOGY 

With the exception of Setter and the three Hogalands, all of which are likely to have 

begun as seasonal pasture, settlements with early place names are candidates for 

occupation in the Early Norse period (c. AD 800-1000).  By analogy with evidence 

from elsewhere in Shetland their location is likely to have been influenced by the 

preceding Late Iron Age pattern of settlement.  It is suggested that appropriate 

archaeological investigation would confirm this.  A summary of relevant settlements 

is presented in Table 6-16: Sites potentially influenced by Late Iron Age pattern of 

settlement.   

ISLAND EARLY PLACE NAMES 

Burra Branchiclett 

 Mail 

 Brake 

 Brough 

 Grunasound 

 Sandwick 

 Papil 

 Clett 

 Minn 

  

Houss Norbister 

 Bloomister 

 House / Huseby 

 Symbister 

  

Trondra Cauldhame 



ISLAND EARLY PLACE NAMES 

 Burland 

TABLE 6-16: SITES POTENTIALLY INFLUENCED BY LATE IRON AGE PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT 

Taking these predicted sites into account should provide a more reliable and truthful 

understanding of the Iron Age landscape of settlement than using archaeological 

observation alone.   

The next chapter draws together the predicted evidence discussed in this chapter with 

the archaeological evidence from Chapter 5: The archaeological evidence.  Together 

they build a landscape model of how the settlements in the study area may have been 

distributed during and immediately after the Iron Age.   



 


